
Chris Graham
The best way to do this would be to make a new Comcode page called ":panel_header" and put into it a simple list like:

 - Accountability
 - Knowledge
 - Equality

You can then include it in your HEADER.tpl template like:
{$LOAD_PANEL,panel_header}

Chris Graham
This is just the logo. Overwrite the default logo the Theme Wizard made ("themes/<theme>/images/logo/-logo.png").

Chris Graham
This is a menu. The default ocPortal has a menu in a similar position so it is easiest to use this one. Because we're making a theme and not a real site we can also leave the default links there rather than these ones. The default ocPortal menu here is a 'zone' menu (a menu of layout type 'zone' that has a set of links identified under the name 'zone_menu'). So the MENU*zone.tpl template files are the ones to be edited.

Chris Graham
This is an instance of ocPortal's "side_personal_stats" block. When a user is not logged in this block shows a login box, and when they are it tells them some of their personal details.

We probably want this on every page, not just the start page, so we should reference this via a template or panel, not the start page.
The best way would be to edit the ':panel_top' page and replace it with:
[block]side_personal_stats[/block]

You will then need to change the BLOCK_SIDE_PERSONAL_STATS*.tpl template files, and you'll also need to change the GLOBAL.tpl template so that the panel_top area is placed in the right place (by default it goes right across the top of the layout).

Chris Graham
This is just text on the 'start' page. To make things easy you can use the Comcode 'semihtml' tag so that you can copy and paste the code into the start page like:
[semihtml]
(HTML from design goes here)
[/semihtml]
The "More" link will need to go somewhere. It is fair to assume it is going to an about page, so let's assume there is a page on the site called 'aboutus'.
Putting the href as "{$PAGE_LINK*,:aboutus}" will tell ocPortal to link to that page. When someone goes to it and it does not exist, they will be asked to add it.

Chris Graham
There is no concept of 'Project staff' in ocPortal. There is a 'Staff' system, but it's on it's own page and doesn't have a block, and doesn't really match up to the design at all.
So for this kind of thing we need to create a new 'Catalogue' in ocPortal, which is a custom content type.
We should give the catalogue a title of 'Project staff', a codename of 'project_staff' and it should have 'Staff name' and 'Staff description' fields.

Chris Graham
Logos can be implemented into ocPortal as banners. Set up a new banner type called 'partners' and give it the width/height of these logos. Then you can add each logo as a banner.
When that's done, the 'main_banner_wave' block can be added to the 'start' page. Use the 'Add Block' button to do it and tell it to use the banner type you added. Customise the BLOCK_MAIN_BANNER_WAVE* templates to change the appearance.

Chris Graham
The general layout is controlled via these templates:
HEADER
GLOBAL
FOOTER
These will need to be customised for the majority of the HTML to be put in place.

What you see on the left and the right are what we would call 'panels'. They are pages, panel_left and panel_right, and our default HEADER/GLOBAL templates call them up to position them. Panels are included on all pages for the zone the panels are in. For this site we will only have a single public zone, so the panels will always show.

Chris Graham
This is the side_news block. Style it with these templates:
BLOCK_SIDE_NEWS
BLOCK_SIDE_NEWS_SUMMARY

Chris Graham
This will need to be implemented using a catalogue. There is a default 'Projects' catalogue in ocPortal, so we can use that. See notes about the 'Project staff' block on how we can customise templates for a particular catalogue.

Chris Graham
ocPortal's default footer has a copyright placed in it that is taken from an ocPortal configuration option (via the "{$COPYRIGHT`}" code). Use the same code to generate this copyright notice rather than hard-coding one from your design.

Chris Graham
This is a menu. We can place a new menu in the footer using very similar code to what is placing the menu in the HEADER template. This Tempcode should do it:
{$BLOCK,block=side_stored_menu,type=top,param=root_website}
Here I have used a menu type of 'top' and used a menu called 'root_website' (one of the defaults).
I used the menu type 'top' because there is no default 'bottom' menu type and we're actually using 'zone' at the top. So it is easiest to just use the 'top' styling here.
You need to change the MENU_*top.tpl templates.

Chris Graham
This section just seems to be for general information. So we can place the HTML for it directly in our panel using this code:
[semihtml]
(HTML from design goes here)
[/semihtml]
Set the "More" link to go to "{$PAGE_LINK*,:help}".

Chris Graham
This is the 'main_search' block. Use the 'Add Block' tool to add it here, then customise it via changing the 'BLOCK_MAIN_SEARCH' template.

Chris Graham
We are using the 'side_news' block on the right, so it is easiest if we use the 'main_news' block here, so that we can make it look different easily.
These templates need editing:
BLOCK_MAIN_NEWS
NEWS_PIECE_SUMMARY

Chris Graham
This could be done in the same way as the 'Project staff', with it's own catalogue.


